ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

26
The prefrontal cortex is important for numerous cognitive functions [1] [2] [3] , partly because of its A recurrent neural network (middle) described by rate units receives inputs (left) encoding a fixation cue, stimuli from two modalities, and a rule signal (which instructs the system which task to perform in a given trial). The network has 256 recurrent units (top right), and it projects to a fixation output unit (which should be active when a motor response is unwarranted) and a population of units selective for response directions (right). All units in the recurrent network have non-negative firing rates. All connection weights and biases are modifiable by training using a supervised learning protocol. (c) Perceptual decision-making relies on temporal integration of information, as the network performance improves when the noisy stimulus is presented for a longer time. (d) In a multi-sensory integration task, the trained network combines information from two modalities to improve performance (compared with performance when information is only provided by a single modality). Table 1 . Names and abbreviations of all tasks trained in the networks. Most of the trained tasks are derived from archetypal cognitive tasks used in non-human animal experiments. We grouped our tasks into five task families. We are not aware of experimental studies that investigated the Ctx Dly DM 1, Ctx Dly DM 2, or MultSen Dly DM tasks in non-human animals. Circuit diagram summarizing the neural mechanism of the Anti-family tasks.
strongly inhibit the rest of the recurrent units (Non-Anti units) through recurrent connections
124
( Fig. 2e) , suppressing a pro-response with inhibitory control. Thus, the circuit mechanism un-125 derlying Anti tasks in our trained network is delineated: A group of units emerge from training 126 that are specialized for the anti-response process and are essential in every task that requires this 127 process. The Anti rule inputs engage vector-inverting Anti units, which in turn exert inhibitory 128 control over Non-Anti units (Fig. 2f) .
129
Functional clusters encode subsets of tasks 130 The focus of our analysis was to examine the neural representation of tasks. network lies on the continuum between these two extreme scenarios.
135
To quantify single-unit task representation, we need a measure of task selectivity that is gen-136 eral enough so it applies to a broad range of tasks, and at the same time simple enough so it 137 can be easily computed. We propose a measure that we call Task Variance (see Online Meth-138 ods). For each unit, the task variance for a given task is obtained by first computing the variance 139 of neural activities across all possible task conditions at a given time point, then averaging that 140 variance across time (excluding the fixation epoch) (Fig. 3a) . Task variance is agnostic about 141 the task setup and can be easily computed in models and is also applicable to the analysis of 142 experimental data.
143
By computing the task variance for all trained tasks, we can study how individual units are 144 differentially selective in all the tasks (Fig. 3b) . For better comparison across units, we normal-
145
ized the task variance of each unit such that the maximum normalized variance over all tasks is 146 one. By analyzing the patterns of normalized task variance for all active units, we found that units 147 are self-organized into distinct clusters through learning (Fig. 3c,d ) (see Online Methods). We 148 identified about 10 clusters in the network. Each cluster is mainly selective in a specific subset of 149 tasks. To understand the causal role of these clusters, we lesioned each of them while monitoring 150 the change in performance across all 20 tasks (Fig. 3e) . We found one cluster (cluster number 151 3) that is specialized for the Anti-family tasks, and it consists mainly of Anti units analyzed in Supplementary Fig. 4 ), from the shape of which we summarized 177 five typical neural relationships (Fig. 4) . 2. Inclusive (Fig. 4b) . This relationship is embodied by a strongly skewed FTV distribution,
184
suggesting that one task is neurally a subset of another task. In this case, there are no units that 185 are selective in the DM1 task yet not in the Dly DM 1 task. 3. Mixed (Fig. 4c) . A mixed relationship is characterized by a broad uni-modal FTV distri-187 bution centered around 0 with no clear peak at the two ends. This distribution suggests that the 188 two tasks utilize overlapping neural circuits. 4. Disjoint-Equal (Fig. 4d) . For Ctx DM 1 and 2, the FTV distribution is trimodal, with two 190 peaks at the two ends and an additional peak around 0. This relationship can be considered as represented by a single, narrow peak around 0. In this scenario, the two tasks each gets a private 193 neural population, while they also share the third population. 5. Disjoint-Mixed (Fig. 4e) . This relationship is a combination of the Disjoint and the Mixed 
197
In summary, we introduced a simple yet informative measure to study the diverse neural 198 relationships between pairs of tasks. We found that these relationships can be categorized into off." Therefore, the Dly Go task can be expressed as a composition of the Go task with a partic-210 ular working memory process. Similarly, the Anti task can be combined with the same working 211 memory process to form the Dly Anti task.
212
Here we test whether the network developed compositional representations for tasks, even 213 when it was never explicitly provided with the relationships between tasks. For the sake of 214 simplicity, we studied the representation of each task as a single high-dimensional vector. To 215 compute this "task vector", we averaged neural activities across all possible stimulus conditions 216 within each task and focused on the steady-state response during the stimulus epoch (Fig. 5a ).
217
Most tasks studied here begin with a stimulus epoch, so the neural population state near the end 
223
When plotting the task vectors representing the Go, Dly Go, Anti, and Dly Anti tasks, we found 224 that the vector pointing from the Go vector towards the Dly Go vector is very similar to the vector 225 pointing from the Anti vector to the Dly Anti vector (Fig. 5b) . This finding is surprisingly robust 226 and becomes even more apparent when we combined results from many networks (Fig. 5c) . The 
237
Performing tasks with composition of rule inputs 238 We showed that the representation of tasks could be compositional in principle. However, it is 239 unclear whether in our network this principle of compositionality can be extended from rep- tested whether the network can perform tasks by receiving composite rule inputs (Fig. 6a) .
244
Consider the same two sets of tasks as in combinations of rule inputs (Fig. 6b) . Similarly, the network can perform the Ctx Dly DM 1 task 248 best when provided the composite rule inputs of Ctx Dly DM 2 + (Ctx DM 1 -Ctx DM 2) (Fig. 6c) .
249
In accordance with these results, we found that connection weights from individual rule input 250 units to recurrent units also display a compositional structure (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Together, In humans and other animals, the performance of a well-trained task can be retained, even with-257 out re-training, for months or even years. However, when using traditional network training 258 techniques, artificial neural networks rapidly forget previously learned tasks after being exposed 259 to new tasks. This failure of retaining memories during sequential training of tasks, termed 260 "catastrophic forgetting," is inevitable when using common network architectures and training 261 methods 32, 33 . Network parameters (such as connection weights) optimal for a new task can be 262 destructive for old tasks (Fig. 7a) . Recent work proposed several continual learning methods to 263 battle catastrophic forgetting 32-34 . These methods typically involve selective protection of con-264 nection weights that are deemed important for previously learned tasks.
265
By employing one such technique 33 , we were able to substantially improve the performance 266 of networks that are sequentially trained on a set of cognitive tasks (Fig. 7b) successfully learning ten additional tasks (Fig. 7c) . We analyzed the FTV distributions for three 270 example pairs of tasks in the continual learning networks (Fig. 7d-f) . The shapes of these FTV 271 distributions can be markedly different from the corresponding ones of the interleaved-training 272 networks (Fig. 7d,e, Fig. 4b,c) 10 . We showed that most 300 units in our network are strongly selective to rules (Fig. 3) . Meanwhile, these units are selective 301 to other aspects of tasks (otherwise their task variances would be zero). For example, the Anti 302 units (Fig. 2) 
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In this equation, u is the input to the network, b is the bias or background input, τ = 100ms is 375 the neuronal time constant, f (·) is the neuronal nonlinearity that keeps the unit activity non-376 negative, ξ are N rec independent Gaussian white noise processes with zero mean and unit vari-377 ance, and σ rec = 0.05 is the strength of the noise. In particular, we use a standard softplus func-
which after re-parameterization is very similar to a neuronal nonlinearity, i.e., f-I curve, com-380 monly used in previous neural circuit modelings 28 . A set of output units z read out nonlinearly 381 from the network,
where g (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the logistic function, bounding output activities between 0 and 383 1. W in ,W rec ,W out are the input, recurrent, and output connection matrices respectively.
384
After using the first-order Euler approximation with a time discretization step ∆t , we have
Here α ≡ ∆t /τ, and N(0, 1) stands for the standard normal distribution. We use a discretization 386 step ∆t = 20ms. We imposed no constraint on the sign or the structure of the weight matrices 
388
The network receives four types of noisy inputs,
Here the input noise strength N(0, 1) = 0.01. The fixation input u fix is typically at the high value of direction θ i , its activity for a stimulus presented at direction ψ is
where γ is the strength of the stimulus. For multiple stimuli, input activities are added together.
396
The network also receives a set of rule inputs u rule that encode which task the network is sup- (Fig. 6) , the activation of rule input units can be an arbitrary pattern. For
Tasks and performances
412
Here we first describe the common setup for the 20 tasks trained. Deviations from the common 413 setup will be described below individually. The rule input unit corresponding to the current 414 task will be activated throughout the whole trial. The network receives a fixation input, which 
where ψ i is the preferred response direction of unit i . When no response is required, the target 
430
The discrimination thresholds a in Supplementary Fig. 2 are obtained by fitting Weibull 431 functions to performances p as a function of coherences c at a fixed stimulus duration,
Each task can be separated into distinct epochs. Fixation (fix) epoch is the period before the Go task, the stimulus appears before the fixation cue goes off. In the RT Go task, the fixation 444 input never goes off, and the network should respond as soon as the stimulus appears. In the Dly
445
Go task, a stimulus appears briefly and is followed by a delay period until the fixation cue goes 446 off. The Dly Go task is similar to the memory-guided saccade task 20 .
447
For the Go task,
448
T stim1 ∼ U(500, 1500).
U(t 1 , t 2 ) is a uniform distribution between t 1 and t 2 . The unit for time is ms and is omitted for 449 brevity. For the RT Go task,
450
T stim1 ∼ U(500, 2500).
For the Dly Go tasks,
451
T delay1 ∼ U({200, 400, 800, 1600}).
the two stimuli only appear in modality 1, while in DM 2, the two stimuli only appear in modality 460 2. In DM 1 and DM 2, the correct response should be made to the direction of the stronger 461 stimulus (the stimulus with higher γ). In Ctx DM 1, Ctx DM 2, and MultSen DM tasks, each 462 stimulus appears in both modality 1 and 2. In the Ctx DM 1 task, information from modality 2
463
should be ignored, and the correct response should be made to the stronger stimulus in modality 464
1. In the Ctx DM 2 task, information from modality 1 should be ignored. In the MultSen DM task,
465
the correct response should be made to the stimulus that has a stronger combined strength in 466 modalities 1 and 2.
467
The DM 1 and DM 2 tasks are inspired from classical perceptual decision making tasks based 468 on random-dot motion stimuli 21 . In random-dot motion tasks, there is only one stimulus, the 
respectively, where i ∈ 1, 2 is the modality. Hereγ is the average strength of the two stimuli. For 
The duration of stimulus 1, which is fixed in each trial, is drawn from the following distribu-482 tion,
483
T stim1 ∼ U({400, 800, 1600}).
Indeed, all tasks from the DM family use the same distribution for T stim1 . And since the two 
In all Matching family tasks,
527
Also, match trials and non-match trials always appear with equal probability.
528
Training procedure
529
The loss L to be minimized is computed by time-averaging the squared errors between the net- work output z(t ) and the target outputẑ(t ). 
535
For the fixation output unit, m i ,t is two times stronger than the mask for the output ring units.
536
The training is performed with Adam, a powerful variant of stochastic gradient descent 48 . We 537 used the default set of parameters. The learning rate is 0.001, the decay rate for the 1st and 2nd 538 moment estimates are 0.9 and 0.999 respectively.
539
The recurrent connection matrix is initialized with a scaled identity matrix q · 1 49 , where 1 540 is the identity matrix. We chose q = 0.54 such that the gradient is roughly preserved during 
selective to different tasks, or whether units tended to be similarly selective to all tasks. To quan-559 tify how selective a unit is in one task, we defined a task variance metric. To compute the task 560 variance TV i (A) for task A and unit i , we ran the network for many stimulus conditions that span 561 the space of possible stimuli. For example, in the DM family tasks, we ran the network for stimuli 562 with directions ranging from 0 to 360 degrees and with coherences ranging from almost 0 to 0.2.
563
After running the network for many stimulus conditions, we computed the variance across stim- analysis. This process was repeated for each unit in the network. Therefore
where r i ( j , t ) is the activity of unit i on time t of trial j . In Fig. 2,3 clude the selectivity to motor outputs, because motor outputs depend ultimately on the stimuli.
573
A unit that is only selective to motor outputs or other cognitive variables in a task will still have 574 a non-zero task variance. Units that are purely selective to rules and/or time will, however, have 575 zero task variance and therefore be excluded from our analysis.
576
The clustering of units based on their task variance patterns in Fig. 3 uses K-means cluster-
577
ing from the Python package scikit-learn. To assess how well a clustering configuration is, we 578 computed its silhouette coefficient based on intra-cluster and inter-cluster distances. A higher 579 silhouette coefficient means a better clustering. The optimal number of clustersk is determined 580 by choosing the first k such that the silhouette coefficient for k + 1 clusters is worse than k clus-581 ters.
582
In Fig. 3d , we visualize the clustering using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding 583 (tSNE). For each unit, the normalized task variances across all tasks form a 20 dimensional vec-584 tor that is then embedded in a 2-dimensional space. For the tSNE method, we used the exact 585 method for gradient calculation, a learning rate of 100, and a perplexity of 30.
586
The fractional task variance with respect to tasks A and B is
To obtain a statistical baseline for the FTV distributions as in Supplementary Fig. 4 
where r( j , t ) is the vector of network activities at trial j and time t during task A.
604
For each set of tasks, we performed principal component analysis to get the lower dimen- 
Continual learning
615
For continual learning in Fig. 7 , tasks appear sequentially. Each task is trained for 150, 000 trials.
616
Ctx DM 1 and Ctx DM 2 are still trained together and interleaved, and so are Ctx Dly DM 1 and
617
Ctx Dly DM 2. We added a regularizer that protects old tasks by setting an additional penalty for 618 deviations of important synaptic weights (or other parameters) 33 . When training the µ-th task,
619
the regularizer is
Here c cont is the overall strength of the regularizer, θ k denotes the k−th parameter of the network.
621
The value of the anchor parameterθ k is the value of θ k at the end of the last task (the (µ − 1)-th 
where g k (θ(t )) is the gradient of loss with respect to θ k evaluated at θ k (t ), i.e., 
